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ABSTRACT

The modern basic building blocks of a control system consist of data acquisition, dispensation of data by the system operators and the remote control of system devices. However, the physical controls, technical examinations and deductions were originally implemented to aid the process and control of power system design. The complexity of the power system keeps increasing due the technical improvements, diversity and dynamic requirements. Artificial intelligence is the science of automating intelligent activities presently attainable by individuals. Intelligent system techniques may be of excessive benefit in the application of area power system controls. Whereas smart grid can be measured as a modern electric power grid structure for better productivity and dependability via automatic control, excessive power converters, modern communications setup, sensing and metering equipment, and modern energy management techniques established on the optimization of demand, energy and network accessibility, and so on. The enormous depiction of the entire transmission grid, in the perspective of smart grids, is quite unclear; and in Nigeria no studies have been put on ground in order for the existing network to be turn into a smart grid. In this research work emphasis is placed on generation and transmission stations; power optimization using artificial intelligent techniques and wireless sensor networks for power control management system.

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the application of scientific knowledge in building intelligent device specifically intelligent computer programs [27]. Though, you might assume the mobile sensing will act as a progressively vital role in the monitoring of power system. [18] Generally artificial intelligence is recognized to be the intelligence demonstrated by expertise and software, for instance, robots and computer programs. Colloquially, the word “artificial intelligence” is useful once a device mimics “reasoning” roles that individuals are associated with other human thoughts, especially “learning” and “problem solving” [20]. The word is commonly used to the task of establishing systems furnished with the knowledgeable features and human behaviors, especially the capacity to think, reason, find the meaning, simplify, differentiate, learn from previous knowledge or correct their errors. A Wireless Sensor
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Network (WSN) is an arrangement encompassed of sensing or a computing wireless-based communication component that is categorised by a task oriented sensor node which provides an administrator with the ability to develop, sense, and react to events in a known locality. There is excessive need of artificial intelligent and wireless sensor networks in power station to improve the computational period and accurateness owing to broad and massive system data control, Composite, flexible and great volume of data which is used in control, analysis and learning, and as well as in carrying out system maintenance.

2. Review of the Related Work

In the research work by \[^{21}\], he carried out clear studies on the background of the equipment’s used in power system for fault monitoring and data acquisition control in Nigerian Electric Power System; National Electric Power Authority (NEPA), and also the demand for good instrumentation to counter fault in power system monitoring has been underlined. A research carried out on NEPA generation adequacy by \[^{3,11}\], highlighted that the current generation capacity of NEPA is sufficient for its load, yet in Nigeria, blackout occurrence is a consistent event. The blackout occurrence is consequently an operational problem. This typically effects from voltage collapse initiated by overcapacity of some injection substations and rarely short circuit faults on the transmission and distribution lines. The research by \[^{22}\], looks into how power system of Nigeria has contributed to the growth of the nation and it proceeds an acute survey of the previous and current situation of the sector; which was also look into what were the challenges of the sector, and conceivable way out. \[^{26}\]; provide the general depiction of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system for monitoring and controlling of the whole electricity network of which offers uninterrupted electricity supply to the consumer. It saves record of the system operation which is useful for receiving a perfect portrait of the whole status of the system. Since the status of the whole system network can be understood within a few seconds, the daily load demand can decide according to the requirement. The application of SCADA has simplified the managing of the electricity network with minimum human interference \[^{1,31}\].

This research by \[^{6}\], describes monitoring system and networking in SCADA based electrical distribution technology for primary substation and according to the simulation results, the user can easily control based on this graphic user interface (GUI) software environment. \[^{39}\], the main purpose of power system management energy management system (EMS) or SCADA system is to generate, transmit and distribute electric energy efficiently. SCADA main function is to supervise, control and manage power networks in an integrated manner. \[^{28,30}\]; provides the model of artificial intelligence, areas of artificial intelligence and the artificial intelligence techniques used in the field of power systems. \[^{13,16}\], gave the cleared picture of the present prospects in technological development and design challenges of wireless sensor networks for smart grid applications that may enhance a proper management of power system. \[^{2,12}\], they explained a wireless sensor networks technology that is used in a smart grid and the communication protocols that need to be considered as a general yardstick. Prominently, node lifetime and link dependability on wireless sensor networks for smart grid applications have been estimated. \[^{8,34}\], gives the examination of several wireless communication standards, cyber security issues and solutions for WSN are discussed also.

In the research of \[^{9,35}\]; they used wireless sensor networks and power line communications (PLCs) to implement a smart home control system network. The goals were to regulate the consequence of wireless interfering on a smart home control network and excessive energy consumption of a smart home. \[^{15}\], a remote WSN with one controller, which is incorporated into the PLC transceiver, is established in each room. The controller is accountable for relocating conservational parameters acquired by WSNs to the management station via PLCs \[^{23}\]. The control messages for home appliances are directly transferred using PLCs rather than WSNs \[^{32}\].

The collection of previous research has sited excessive emphasis on the dissemination system and demand side as shown by the extensive sort of developing technologies applied to them. The clear picture of the entire transmission grid, in the perspective of smart grids, is quite vague; and in Nigeria no studies have been put on ground in order for the existing network to be turn into a smart grid. In this research work emphasis is placed on generation and transmission stations; power optimization using artificial intelligent techniques and wireless sensor networks for power control management system.

3. Energy Management Systems

The critical study of the energy management system shows that it consists of five levels. \[^{28,34}\] Electrical power network level is the primary source of generation stations which generate the power collected by remote terminal units (RTU) and forwarded to their master remote terminal unit (MRTU) and send to the Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system where the system operators manage it through the main machine interface and to the distribution stations for sell to the end users.
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Figure 1. Energy Management systems.

The major problems of the energy management systems are as follows:

➢ The inability of the SCADA network to report data in real time from the generation station to the transmission station. The current monitoring system in a control center rest on the state estimators, which are based on data collected via SCADA systems and remote terminal units (RTUs). The data from the generation stations are collected from the MRTU- master remote terminal units and transfer it via a tablet to the control center and from the transmission substations to the transmission control center.

➢ Market/client needs. The standard system process technologies and power market strategies essential to the development and sustenance of the transparency and right of the economical market. Client gratification with electricity consumption ought to be upgraded as long as high quality/price ratio electricity and clients’ autonomy is to relate through the grid.

➢ Infrastructure challenges. The current set-up for electricity transmission has rapidly aging mechanisms and inadequate funds for enhancements. Through the gravity of the growing load demands, the network jamming is becoming worse. The fast accessible examination tools, wide-area monitoring, capacity and regulator, fast and perfect defenses are required to increase the dependability of the networks.

➢ Innovative technologies. Considering the innovative technologies, comprising of novel tools, advanced power electronics, and communication technologies, are not yet established or commercially obtainable for the revolution of transmission grids; thus, the current grids lack sufficient compatibility to lodge the application of spear-point technologies in the practical networks.

4. Proposed Systems Model

4.1 Artificial Intelligence Technique

Expert System Techniques

Artificial intelligence techniques promote the speed of performance of the composite program, an expert system is a computer system that imitates the decision-making capability of a human expert. [5,18] categorically emphasized that an expert systems are established to resolve composite problems by reasoning around knowledge, signified mainly as if–then rules rather than over conservative technical code. According to [27], the expert systems that were developed earlier were designed to solve some of the problems that were common to human knowledge until later on more functionalities were introduced to enhance it problem solving ability. [9,17,37] states that among the artificial intelligent software that was developed as a computer programs to help in problem solving; Expert systems were not exceptionally categorized under it but as originally part of it and subdivided into two sub-systems: the inference engine and the knowledge based. [28], the knowledge based signifies facts and rules. [4,23] the inference engine applies the rules to the known facts to realize new facts. Inference engines can likewise comprise description and debugging abilities. [36,38] these systems are used in real world applications in which the essential for classification of patterns and pattern recognition ascends. They are categorized through their architecture: number of layers and topology, connectivity patterns, feed forward or recurring [6,10,19].

Figure 2. the Architecture of an Expert System flowchart
Subsequently expert systems are essentially computer programs, the procedure of inscription programs is simpler than essentially calculating and approximating the value of parameters used in generation, transmission and distribution. Slight changes even after system design can be simply set since they are computer programs. Essentially, assessment of these values can be done and additional research for increasing the effectiveness of the development can be similarly implemented. The expert system manages the SCADA machine interface by automatically distributing the power generated to the end users, it takes care of alarm handling, contingency analysis, and remedial measures fault analysis during system failure.

Figure 3. the proposed expert energy management systems

4.2 Wireless Sensor Networks Base Smart Grid

Looking at the current applications in the modern wireless sensor network used in smart grid, they can be basically grouped into three: we have the consumer side that serve as the end users of electricity; mostly use for domestic and commercial purposes, follow by the transmission and distributing side; where the system operators or the transmission engineers are properly managing the load tired up to the grid and share it to the distribution stations in order to sell it for domestic and commercial users, the third side is the generation stations; where the power source are and loads were being generated before it is tired to the grid [13,14].

(i) The Consumer or the end user’s side of the smart grid

At this part of the smart grid, all the customers are having a kind of indirect relationships with the smart grid through an enhanced modern metering infrastructure used for domestic and commercial energy management; which are used for automatic process control and electricity power monitoring on the equipment’s in used by the consumers.

(ii) The transmission and distribution side of the smart grid

The wireless sensor networks smart grid here comprises the power line transmission stations with substations all having their major functions on the grid. They are accountable for the transmission and distributions of the load tied to the national grid. The wireless sensor network smart grid in this context consists of the overhead transmission line monitoring, fault and outage detection evaluation, and the short-circuiting of the subversive cabling monitoring system.

(iii) The generation side of the smart grid

It consists of the power generation stations which generates the loads and are remotely monitoring it in a real time on the smart grid by the system operators. The amount of power generated per day is tied to the national grid for proper channeling to the consumers.

The role that wireless sensor network can play in a smart grid cannot be over emphasized; considering the flexibility of the communication requirement in the technologies development for energy distribution infrastructures [25,28,32]. The wireless sensor network routinely collects the power from the generation stations and transmitted it to the end users while the expert system handles the alarm, fault exploration, contingency analysis and remedial measures during system failure.

Figure 4. the proposed Wireless sensor networks control of energy management system

4. Conclusions

In this paper a critical studies of power management
system in Nigeria has been carried out and the problems with the current system has been analyzed to procure a proposed power optimization systems using artificial intelligence technique and wireless sensor networks to handle the entire transmission grid in the perspective of smart grids. Two different models were proposed in this research work which will be simulated and the results will be compared based on the efficiency of each model in the next subsequent paper.

**Recommendation**

The studies show that the transmission line cables need to be replace with a modern high capacity transmission cables and the dualism of the transmission line can help in avoiding power tripling in adopting the proposed systems.
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